
Southern Economy 
• sugar, rice, tobacco, and cotton were the staple crops of the South  
• "the South grew but it did not develop"  
• the most important development in the mid 19th century South was the shift of economic power 

from the "upper South" to the "lower South"  
• cotton was by far the biggest and most lucrative crop of the South  
• short staple cotton combined with the cotton gin made cotton a cheap and profitable crop  
• demand for cotton increase with the growth of the textile industry  
• cotton was subject to drastic price fluctuations  
• some industry did grow in the S but it remained an insignificant force compared to agriculture 

economy  
• the S had an inadequate transportation system - it was unconnected to the national railroad 

system and relied mainly on transport by water  
• reasons for the S not developing industrially and commercially like the N  

o profitable agriculture  
o southern climate less suitable to industrial development  
o distinctive southern values à "Cavaliers" (this lifestyle was largely a myth)  

 
White Southern Lifestyle 

• only a small minority of S whites owned slaves and even a smaller number owned many slaves  
• planter aristocracy exercised power and influence far in excess of their numbers because other 

classes deferred to them  
• S had developed an elaborate code of "chivalry"  
• S white women lived on farms and were relatively isolated from the "public world" and had less 

access to education than their northern counterparts  
• Typical white southerner was not a great planter and slaveholder but a modest yeoman farmer  
• Small farmers depended on the local plantation aristocracy for many things  
• Extensive kinship networks linked lower and upper class whites  

 
Slavery 

• The S was one of the only areas in the Western world were slavery still existed in the mid 19th C  
• Slavery more that any other factor isolated the S from the rest of the US à as the isolation 

increased so did the S's commitment to defend slavery  
• Slavery was an institution established and regulated by law but enforcement was spotty and 

uneven (white owners handled most transgressions themselves)  
• The majority of slaves lived on plantations of medium or large size  
• Two methods of assigning slave labor  

1. task system - slaves were assigned a particular task in the morning and when they 
finished stopped working  

2. gang system - (most common) slaves were divided into groups and compelled to work for 
as many hours as their overseer saw fit  

• black responses to slavery were a combination of adaptation and resistance  
• Resistance  

o slave revolts like Nat Turner's raid were extremely rare but cause a tremendous amount 
of fear in whites  

o running away  
o resistance as pattern of behavior - refusing to work, stole from whites, isolated acts of 

sabotage, perfuming tasks improperly, cutting off fingers, suicide, or murder  
• Adaptation  

o developed their own version of Christianity  
o developed extensive kinship networks often made up for the destruction of the nuclear 

family  

 


